Cloud Feedback Appears to Amplify Global Warming
	Aug. 20, 2009 - Clouds’ reaction to greenhouse warming is a key to understanding Earth's climate change.  Will low clouds thicken and spread, shading the planet?  Or will they thin and shrink, letting more sunshine through?  An analysis of cloud behavior over past decades suggests that clouds strongly amplify warming.
However, most climate models miss that.  Observations show that low clouds are critical for the climate system's response, says climate modeler Gerald Meehl of the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado.  But "it's really a challenge for models" to simulate that response, he adds.  If real-world cloud amplification works the way the study indicates, global warming could be even worse than the typical model predicts.
	Cloud measurements are far spottier and more recent than temperature ones.  Climate researcher Amy Clement, of the University of Miami in Florida, and colleagues used the two best, long-term cloud records over subtropical oceans from Hawaii to Mexico.  One is from eyeball estimates of cloud cover made by mariners who passed through the region from 1952 to 2006.  The other, from 1984 to 2005, came from calibrated satellite measurements.
	The observation sets recorded two major climate shifts in the “North” Pacific. Starting about 1976, ship-based data showed that cloud cover -- especially low-altitude clouds – decreased, while ocean temperatures rose and atmospheric pressure fell.  Perhaps a warming ocean transferred heat to the air above, thinning out low-lying clouds to let in more sunlight, which warmed the ocean further.  The additional solar heating was large enough to account for much of the ocean warming observed.
During a cooling event in the late 1990s, both data sets recorded just the opposite changes – more low-level clouds.  The amplifying process ran in reverse.
	Clement and her colleagues checked 18 global climate models run under standardized conditions.  They tested whether each model properly simulated each element of the positive cloud feedback they had found.  Only two models showed low clouds producing a positive feedback as observed.
The HadGEM1 model from the U.K. Met Office's Hadley Center in Exeter simulated clouds especially well.  It is among the most sensitive of the 18 models to added greenhouse gases.  When carbon dioxide is doubled, it warms the world by 4.4°C.  The median of the 18 models is only 3.1°C.
For more, see www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/325/5939/376.

